
BUSINESS PLAN TEMPLATE FOR FAST CASUAL RESTAURANT

Fresin Fries fast food restaurant business plan executive summary. Fresin Fries is a trendy new venture in downtown
Singapore. They will sell fresh Belgian.

Marketing Plan The marketing strategy of a fast casual restaurant generally includes an overall branding and
market positioning strategy, combined with a six to twelve-month launch strategy. This includes directories
and reviews on Yelp! A combination of local media and local store marketing programs will be utilized at
each location. However, this plan will be implemented when the one "market tester" outlet showed potential
growth. Free occasional t-shirts at local stores events. Once all the above steps are completed, you can save
and get your restaurant business plan printed. You need to write down the title of the business plan along with
your business details such as company name, email address, contact number, and company address.
Merchandising items. Get access to high-traffic shopping malls near the target market. Please note that this
amount includes the salaries of the entire staff member for the first month of operation and the amount could
be more or lower. Edit, customize, and save it on any of the file formats. Chicken Express is the answer to an
increasing demand for snack-type fast food, to be consumed while window shopping and walking around
inside a shopping mall. Newspaper campaign placing several large ads throughout the month to explain our
concept to the local area. Our outlet also provides excellent and friendly customer service to support the
ambience of fun, energetic and youthful lifestyle. If you intend to go big by renting a place, then you would
need a good amount of capital as you would need to ensure that your employees are well taken care of, and
that your facility is conducive enough for workers to be creative and productive. We have detailed information
and data that we were able to utilize to structure our business to attract the numbers of customers we want to
attract per time. Our first location will be on the larger end of this range. Kona-Q will be operating within the
fast-casual niche of the restaurant industry, competing against fast food and traditional sit down restaurants.
Some fast casual restaurants operate by having a limited menu that provides high inventory turnover to keep
ingredients fresh and low cost. Later, our effort will be a further development of more retail outlets in the
surrounding area. As a matter of fact, our publicity and advertising strategy is not solely for winning
customers over but to effectively communicate our brand. We will equip the outlet with modern furniture and
aim for cleanliness and an open feeling.


